Disentangling opposing effects of motivational states on pain perception
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Introduction

In humans as in other organisms, physiological needs induce powerful motivational states that organize behavior in order to fulfill the goals imposed by these states. Such states include hunger, thirst, pain, social contact, and others [3,5,13,18,49]. When multiple motivational states are present at the same time, they are thought to compete for priority, resulting in the inhibition of brain pathways that mediate low priority motivational states [1,18,20].

Pain can be thought of as a motivational drive state related to potential tissue damage, which motivates behavior to minimizing present and future injury [9,20,49]. Accordingly, the intensity and quality of pain is thought to be shaped by competing motivational states. Particularly, pain reduction due to competition among motivational states is linked to the activation of descending modulatory pathways and modulation at cerebral and spinal levels [20–22,26,31]. Such interactions of motivational states are described in the Motivation-Decision model of pain [20] and in more recent models [9,45]

These models provide a set of underlying principles that explain how competing motivational states shape pain experience and thus pain behavior observable in animals. Consistent with this model, animal research has shown that several motivational states reduce pain behaviors, including thirst [13] or the hedonic component of chocolate consumption [22]. In humans, motivation to obtain secondary reinforcers, i.e., monetary rewards, has been used to study motivational effects on pain perception. Gambles resulting in monetary gains or losses affected pain in opposite directions, with wins reducing, and losses increasing pain [4]. Rewarding participants for good task performance also reduces pain [46].

In addition to these direct effects on pain experience and pain behavior, motivational states can also induce changes in mood and emotions, especially when the strength of the competing state is increasing over time and the associated goal cannot be fulfilled, e.g., becoming more and more thirsty during a long day [9,45]. A number of studies have
demonstrated that negative mood and emotions affects pain perception [25,34,36,37,51]. In those studies, negative mood enhanced pain and positive mood reduced it. Thus, competing motivational states associated with positive mood are expected to reduce pain due to both the effects of mood and the motivational demand itself, rendering it impossible to distinguish the two effects. By contrast, experimentally inducing aversive motivational states could help to disentangle the potentially opposing effects of mood and the motivational challenge, as they are expected to have opposite effects. In doing so, it is necessary to induce an aversive motivational state without concurrent cognitive demand (which is also expected to reduce pain [7,42]), and measure negative mood (which is expected to increase pain) as a potential suppressor of motivational challenge effects [29].

In this study, we manipulated thirst, a basic motivational state, by randomizing participants into a Thirst or a Control (no-thirst) groups. We induced thirst via water deprivation and the consumption of salty food. Pain was tested at baseline, during the thirsty state, and after re-hydration along with measures of mood and thirst. According to the Motivation-Decision model, the thirst challenge should reduce pain [9,20,21]. Conversely, we expected the negative mood accompanying the challenge to increase pain [36,37]. Mediation analyses [28] were used to disentangle the direct motivational effect from effects mediated by mood.

Materials and Methods

Sample

Forty-two healthy participants (20 female) aged between 18 and 53 years of age (mean age: 27.2 years) participated in this study. Half of the participants were randomized into the Thirst group (12 female, mean age: 26.6 years) and the other half served as Control group (8 female, mean age: 27.9 years). We chose a sample size of at least 42 on the basis of expected effect sizes based on experience on pain modulatory studies from our lab. Sample sizes of
about 42 provide approximately 80% power to detect an effect size (partial correlation) of 0.4 or larger (G*Power 3 [19]). Participants reported no history of neurological, psychiatric, or dermatologic conditions, and had not taken any medication during the 48 h prior to the experiment. Also, participants reporting acute and chronic pain conditions in an initial online screening were excluded from participation. We recruited participants from the university and local community via flyers and online ads. The Institutional Review Board of the University of Colorado Boulder approved the protocol.

**Procedures**

Participants first provided informed consent. Participants then rated their current thirst on a visual analogue scale (VAS), anchored at the extreme ends with “no thirst at all” and “extremely thirsty.” They also reported their current mood on three dimensions (pleasant-unpleasant, awake-sleepy, and calm-restless) using the Multidimensional Mood Questionnaire (MDMQ [43]). Participants then completed the first of three pain tests.

Each pain test included 16 heat pain trials, totaling 48 trials over the course of the experiment. Within each block, 8 different temperatures ranging from 45°C to 49.5°C in steps of 0.5°C were repeated 2 times each. Stimulus duration was 11.5 s (including 2 s ramp up and down to a 32°C baseline) followed by a delay of 5 – 7 s before the pain VAS appeared on the screen. During an inter-trial interval (ITI) of 12 – 16 s a fixation dot was presented centrally on the screen. The fixation dot remained unchanged on the screen for the duration of the cutaneous heat stimulation (Fig. 1b). A Peltier thermode (1.5 × 1.5 cm surface, PATHWAY ATS, Medoc, Inc., Israel) delivered heat to the left volar forearm of the participant. Thermode position was changed in each block to prevent sensitization. Participants were instructed how to use the VAS scale and how to interpret the anchors. The VAS had 3 anchors, “no pain”, “pain threshold”, and “unbearable pain” positioned at the 0, 25, and 100 marks of the scale,
respectively. The order of temperatures was randomized across participants, but the same order was used across the three blocks for a single participant. Stimulus presentation and response logging were controlled by MATLAB (R2015a; The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) using the Psychophysics Toolbox v3 (http://psychtoolbox.org/).

After completing of the first pain block, participants were randomized into either the Thirst or the Control group. Participants then moved to a separate room, where they spent a 4-hour waiting period. At the beginning of this waiting period, participants completed a set of questionnaires, including demographic information, the state-trait-anxiety inventory (STAI [41]), the pain catastrophizing scale (PCS [44]), the life orientation test (LOT-R [38]), the social desirability scale (SDS [10]), the fear of pain (FoP [30]), and the personal distress subscale of the interpersonal reactivity index (PD [12]). Every hour during the waiting period participants rated their thirst and completed the MDMQ using the same scales as detailed above.

All participants ate 1 package of salty pretzels (100 g) and 1 package of salty goldfish (75 g) while waiting. The Thirst group was not allowed to drink until the completion of the second pain test (Fig. 1a), whereas the control group was provided with water ad libitum during the waiting period.

Five hours after arrival, participants completed their sixth thirst and mood survey before undergoing the second pain block. Participants were then given as much water as they wanted to drink, regardless of which group that had been randomized into, and water intake was recorded. Thirty minutes later, participants completed the last thirst and mood questionnaire and a third pain block. Each pain block lasted 15 minutes and the entire procedure took about 6 hours per participant.
Analyses

VAS ratings were converted to numeric values ranging from 0 to 100 for both pain and thirst ratings. Pain ratings were averaged within each block for each participant for subsequent analyses. We used the pleasant-unpleasant subscale of the MDMQ as a measure of negative mood in the following analyses. All results also hold for a summary score of the three MDMQ subscales. A 2 (control vs. thirst group) × 7 (time) mixed-ANOVA was conducted on the thirst ratings and pleasantness-unpleasantness MDMQ subscale. To explore the significant group effect in the thirst ratings, we conducted post-hoc two-sample t-tests for each time-point.

We hypothesized that the Thirst group would show a change in pain perception only when thirsty (Block 2), but not during baseline (Block 1) or after re-hydration (Block 3). We therefore computed an a priori contrast testing the effects of Thirst vs. Non-Thirst Blocks, i.e., comparing Block 2 (thirst) against the other conditions (pre- and post-thirst) using a multi-level general linear model (implemented in glmfit_multilevel.m [27]). This contrast assesses whether either of the two proposed mechanisms is strong enough to produce an overall change in mean pain ratings. Including participant sex as did not change the results and the sex effect was not significant ($t_{39} = 0.76, p = 0.45$). Stimulus intensity did not interact with group or the planned contrast of interest (all $t_{39} < 1.22$, all $p > 0.22$), suggesting stable effects across temperatures. Subsequent mediation analyses tested for effects controlling mood.

In order to disentangle opposing effects of the motivational challenge from the thirst and mood changes on pain, we used mediation analyses [28] implemented in the Multilevel Mediation and Moderation (M3) Toolbox for MATLAB (http://wagerlab.colorado.edu/tools; [50]). For the mediation analysis we focused on the second pain test, as this was the critical test condition when half of the participants were thirsty. We first tested whether the effect of the motivational challenge (Group) on pain was mediated by reported thirst. We then tested a
second model to investigate whether the relationship between subjective thirst ratings and pain was in turn mediated by mood (note that higher values indicate more negative mood.)

Mediation analysis tests whether the covariance between two variables $X$ and $Y$ (group and pain) can be explained by a third variable $M$ (thirst). The following equations capture the mediation model:

\[
\begin{align*}
y &= cx + e_y \\
m &= ax + e_m \\
y &= bm + c'x + e'_y
\end{align*}
\]

Here $y$, $x$, and $m$ represent the outcome ($y$, the reported pain), the predictor ($x$, group), and data from a potential mediator ($m$, thirst or mood). $e_y$, $e_m$, and $e'_y$ denote residual errors for the outcome and mediator controlling for $x$ and the outcome controlling for $x$ and $m$, respectively. Path $a$ is the slope of $m$ regressed onto $x$. Path $b$ is the slope of the mediator-outcome relationship controlling for $x$. The paths $c$ and $c'$ describe the linear relationship of $x$ and $y$ with and without the mediator, respectively. The mediation effect is obtained by the combined path $ab$. We report correlation coefficients and partial correlations as effect size measures for path coefficients $a$, $b$, and $c'$ [28]. For the indirect effect we report $ab_{cs} = ab \frac{s_x}{s_y}$, in which the indirect effect is standardized by the standard deviations (SD) of $X$ and $Y$ [33]. This effect size indicates that $Y$ increases by $ab_{cs}$ standard deviations for every 1 SD increase in $X$ indirectly via $M$ [33]. As is common practice [40,50], we used bias-corrected, accelerated bootstrap tests [14] to assess statistical significance, using 50,000 bootstrap samples.
Results

Thirst and Control groups did not differ in age ($t_{40} = 0.53, p = 0.59$), male/female proportions ($\chi^2 = 0.875, p = 0.34$), weight ($t_{40} = 0.3, p = 0.77$), baseline thirst ($t_{40} = 1.21, p = 0.24$), or psychological measures (all $t_{40} < 1.8$, all $p > 0.07$; Fig. 2 and Table 1).

Testing the success of our thirst manipulation on the thirst ratings with an ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of Group ($F_{1,40} = 26.0, p < 0.001$), a main effect of Time ($F_{6,240} = 17.7, p < 0.001$), and a significant Group $\times$ Time interaction ($F_{6,240} = 30.9, p < 0.001$). Post-hoc $t$-tests revealed that the Thirst group was thirstier at time-points 3 to 6, that is from 2 h after the start of the experiment until the re-hydration period (all $t_{40} > 18.8$, all $p < 0.001$, Fig. 3a).

Furthermore, participants in the Thirst group drank more than participants in the Control group during the re-hydration period ($M_{\text{Thirst}} = 667$ ml, $M_{\text{Control}} = 205$ ml, $t_{40} = 4.64, p < 0.001$). An ANOVA on the mood ratings revealed a significant main effect of Time ($F_{6,240} = 15.2, p < 0.001$). No significant effects were observed for Group or the Group $\times$ Time interaction (all $p > 0.11$). Plotting the mood ratings against time revealed an increase in negative mood over the course of the experiment (Fig. 3b).

We next investigated group and thirst effects on pain perception. The planned contrast testing the Block $\times$ Group interaction was significant ($b = 1.08, Z = 2.03, p = 0.02$) indicating that the pain increase during Block 2 was stronger in the Thirst group than in the Control group (Fig. 4a). If motivational competition was the only relevant processes here, we would expect a decrease in pain ratings at this time-point. Figure 4b-d shows pairwise relationships between the variables of interest: pain, mood, and thirst. Inspection of these scatterplots confirmed that no outliers were present.

The first mediation model tested whether subjective thirst ratings ($M$) mediate effects of Group ($X$) on Pain ($Y$). All paths of the mediation model (Fig. 5a) were significant. As expected, Group had a negative direct effect on Pain, controlling for Thirst ($path c' = -27.7, p = 0.002$,
This demonstrates an analgesic effect of the Thirst challenge as predicted by the Motivation-Decision model [20]. Furthermore, participants in the Thirst group were thirstier than Control group participants as shown by the positive relationship between Group and Thirst (path $a = 53.9$, $p<0.001$, $r_{XM}=0.83$). In addition, greater thirst predicted increased pain, controlling for Group (path $b = 0.63$, $p=0.001$, $r_{MY,X}=0.54$). The indirect, mediated pathway from Group to Pain via Thirst was positive (path $ab = 34.3$, $p=0.002$, $ab_{cs} = 0.81$). The latter two path coefficients indicate a pain-enhancing effect of subjective thirst experiences, instead of a pain-reduction. The motivational challenge thus affected pain via two opposing processes, one direct analgesic effect (path $c'$), and another hyperalgesic process mediated by subjective thirst (path $ab$).

In order to test whether the hyperalgesic thirst rating effect was related to pain modulation by negative Mood ($M$), we conducted a second mediation analysis. Again, all path coefficients were significant (Fig. 5b). A significant, direct effect of Thirst on Pain controlling for Mood (path $c' = 0.21$, $p=0.017$, $r_{XY,M}=0.34$), confirmed the positive relationship between Thirst and Pain that is partially independent of the mediator Mood. Path $a$ demonstrated a positive relationship between Thirst and negative Mood (path $a = 0.03$, $p=0.03$, $r_{XM}=0.31$). Negative Mood was in turn positively related to Pain (path $b = 1.89$, $p=0.021$, $r_{MY,X}=0.34$) and negative Mood mediated effects of Thirst on Pain (path $ab = 0.07$, $p=0.037$, $ab_{cs} = 0.1$). The second mediation model demonstrated that negative Mood contributed positively to pain and that Mood mediated parts of the hyperalgesic Thirst effect.

In summary, the mediation models indicated that the motivational challenge (Group) had a direct analgesic effect, consistent with the Motivation-Decision model. This effect was opposed by a hyperalgesic effect of negative mood and subjective thirst.
To investigate personal differences contributing to pain, we explored relationships between personality traits and the pain. In this exploratory post-hoc analysis, only personal distress correlated with the increase in pain during thirst ($r=0.47$, $p=0.001$) across both groups.

**Discussion**

Using a primary motivational challenge in humans in combination with mediation analysis, we identified two opposing effects of basic motivational states on pain: first, a direct analgesic effect of the thirst challenge and, second, a hyperalgesic effect of subjective thirst mediated by mood. These results translate analgesic effects of primary motivational states previously observed in rodents to humans [13,20–22], and at the same time demonstrate the importance of opposing secondary processes, such as concurrent changes in mood.

Of these two component processes, the direct, analgesic effect of the motivational thirst challenge on pain supports theories of motivational competition [9,20,45]. This analgesic process is reflected by the lower intercept of the Thirst group in Fig. 4b and is evidenced by the significant direct path $c'$ from Group to Pain (Fig. 5a). Perceived pain is thus lower in the Thirst group than in the Control group after controlling for subjective thirst reports in both groups. As indicated by the partial mediation effect, the thirst ratings capture only part of the changes induced by the motivational challenge. However, the subjective ratings were positively related to pain whereas the motivational challenge (Group) was negatively related to pain.

Participants exposed to the motivational challenge were in greater need of rehydration, a basic need. Current theories of pain processing suggest that information unrelated to the currently prioritized goal and underlying motivational state are suppressed, so pain should be reduced in this case [9,20], possibly via descending pain regulatory systems, which include the periaqueductal gray (PAG) and the rostral ventromedial medulla (RVM [6,21,26,31]). The degree to which one state is prioritized over the other may depend on personal pre-dispositions [2,8].
For instance, some people may tend to prioritize thirst processing over pain processing. However, as thirst was manipulated between groups and participants had no option to forgo painful stimulation, we reasoned that personal preference effects should be small compared to the group manipulation. Chronic pain patients, on the other hand, may prioritize pain over competing motivational states. Recent rat studies have reported reduced reward pursuit in experimental models of chronic pain. These motivational impairments have been linked to changes in the nucleus accumbens [35,39], long known to be a key player in motivational drives [5]. Our results suggest that a competing motivational state can reduce pain, if it is not accompanied by negative mood. Engaging in the pursuit of goals in situations that minimize frustration and negative mood could thus help pain patients to cope with their pain, and possibly even reduce pain via descending neuromodulation.

One alternative hypothesis would be that participants in the Thirst group shifted their attention away from pain towards the thirst as the water becomes more ‘salient’. Distraction and attentional shifts are known to reduce pain [7,32], in some cases via descending modulation [42]. Furthermore, attention and mood can act independently on pain perception [47,48], which we also observe here. However, we would expect distraction and attentional shifts to be stronger with more subjective thirst, resulting in less pain. Instead, we observed that higher subjective thirst ratings were associated with increased pain (see below). It is thus unlikely that the analgesic effect is purely attentional. Another explanation is based on research dissociating consciously accessible and pre-cognitive responses to threats and basic physiological challenges [23]. For example, a recent study found that subjective expectation ratings following a cue associated with a high pain condition were positively related to higher pain ratings [24]. Interestingly, in the same study, anticipatory skin conductance responses, as a measure of pre-cognitive processing, were negatively correlated with pain ratings, suggesting that pre-cognitive processes underlying autonomic threat responses can decrease
pain. Pain perception is also susceptible to subliminally presented cues [23], suggesting that at least part of the pain modulatory system can operate without conscious processing. Further support for this idea comes from research on physiological responses in the anticipation of food and water consumption [16,52]. Here, anticipated motivationally relevant events, such as expecting water when thirsty, can induce compensatory reactions that oppose the normal responses to the anticipated event (e.g., insulin release in anticipation of food, which aids sugar clearance from the bloodstream). In addition, the opioidergic system, which is critical for endogenous pain regulation, seems to be particularly sensitive to exhibit such opposing, compensatory responses [15].

The second, hyperalgesic processes identified by the mediation analyses linked stronger thirst and more negative mood reports to increased pain. Choosing an aversive motivational state in this study ensured that the emotional reaction to this state would be negative, and in the present study an increase in negative mood led to increased pain ratings. This effect is in line with previous reports of thirst leading to negative mood [11,17] and of increased pain following negative mood [25,51]. For example, previous studies have reported increased pain perception when participants viewed unpleasant pictures [36,37]. Here, thirsty participants were eager to drink water, but we prevented them from reaching this goal until the re-hydration period after the second pain test. This goal interference induces negative affect [9]. Participants that felt most thirsty experienced this most strongly, leading to more negative effect, and consequently to increased pain. This finding is also in line with the idea that emotions provide valuable feedback about motivational states [2], thus helping humans to fulfill their needs. However, an interesting hypothesis for future studies suggested by Baumeister’s framework [2] is that motivational states may be able to affect perception, emotion, and cognition even in the absence of motivational competition. Although, we expected the thirst ratings to be related to the analgesic motivational process, their positive relationship with
negative mood suggests that they are at least partially dissociable from the underlying motivational state.

Overall, the mood-related, hyperalgesic effect was stronger than the analgesic effect of the motivational challenge. The balance between these two processes may shift depending on the strength of the competing states. For example, water deprivation in rats led to an analgesic behavioral response [13]. In this case, the motivational state competition dominates the pain perception, whereas in our study the opposing (hyperalgesic) mood effect dominates pain experience. We have three explanations for this: First, the strength of the effects of competing states (e.g., thirst) may change with their survival-relevance. In rats, without any knowledge of the experimental context and in the absence of behavioral control, water deprivation represents a strong threat to survival. By contrast, participants in our study knew that they would receive water later. When participants know they are safe, the mood effect dominates pain ratings. Second, the change in mood may be specific for humans, and rats might simply not undergo a similar shift in mood following a thirst induction. Third, we measured perceived pain intensity, whereas rat studies measure pain-related changes in behavior. Although pain perception is thought to be reduced by competing states [20,21], pain behavior might be a more sensitive measure in the context of motivational demands [8].

A limitation of the current study is that we did not independently manipulate mood. This is clearly a logical next step. One potential problem is that such a mood manipulation would either work in the same direction as the naturally occurring mood changes due to the thirst, or the mood manipulation would have to be so strong as to overcome the mood effects of thirst. We thus decided to leverage the individual differences in mood in response to our thirst challenge rather than to attempt multiple simultaneous mood manipulations. Furthermore, measures of attention, stress, and choice behavior should be included in future studies to
elucidate psychological processes related to the analgesic effect of the motivational challenge in more detail.

In summary, the present results demonstrate two important effects of motivational competition in human pain processing. A direct, analgesic effect occurs in response to a motivational challenge and an indirect, hyperalgesic process occurs at the same time that is mediated by the participants’ mood. The balance between these opposing processes will most likely depend on the strength of the competing motivational states. More broadly, studies of the effects of motivational states in humans must jointly consider the effects of the motivational challenge itself, and mood.
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**Figure 1.** Experimental design. (a) Timeline of the experiment. The experiment started with a thirst (VAS) and mood rating (MDMQ). This rating was repeated 7 times during the experiment. A baseline pain test was administered before participants were randomized into either thirst or control group. After a waiting period, a second pain test was completed. All participants were then provided with water *ad libitum* to eliminate their thirst. After 30 min a last pain test was completed. (b) Trial structure. Each trial started with a variable inter-trial-interval. A heat pain stimulus was then applied while the fixation crosshair remained unchanged on the screen. Following a variable delay, participants had 10 s to provide their pain rating on a visual analogue scale (VAS).
Figure 2. Group comparisons. Thirst and Control groups did not differ in terms of age or psychological profile. None of the pairwise comparisons were significant at $p<0.05$, uncorrected. Box plots show medians within the box and boxes extend from 25th to 75th percentiles. Outliers more than 2 interquartile ranges outside the boxes are represented by plus-symbols. Pre-Thirst ratings were obtained at the start of the experiment before Block 1. STAI: State Trait Anxiety Inventory. PCS: Pain Catastrophizing Scale. LOT-R: Life Orientation Test – Revised. SDS: Social Desirability Scale. FoP: Fear of Pain. Distress: Personal Distress subscale.
Figure 3. Thirst and mood ratings. (a) Thirst ratings over the course of the experiment (see Fig. 1a) for control (black) and thirst (red) groups. Thirst ratings differed significantly between groups at time-points 3 to 6 (all $p<0.001$). (b) Mood ratings (pleasantness-unpleasantness subscale) for both groups using the same color coding as in a). The ANOVA main of time was significant ($p<0.001$), but the group effect was not. Note that higher mood values indicate negative mood. Gray bars depict pain tests in both groups (see Fig. 1a).
Figure 4. Pain ratings and bivariate relationships. (a) Mean pain ratings for control and thirst groups for the three pain tests. The *a priori* contrast testing for greater change at pain test 2 in the pain group than in the control group was significant (*p* = 0.02). Errors bars are between participant standard error of the mean. (b) Mean pain ratings at pain test 2 plotted against thirst ratings immediately before the pain test. Thirst and pain correlate positively in both groups, but the intercept is larger in the control group than in the thirst group. (c) Negative mood ratings plotted against thirst at the same time as in b). Stronger thirst correlates with negative feelings. (d) Pain ratings from pain test 2 plotted against the negative mood ratings. Negative mood correlates positively with pain. * *p* < 0.05.
Figure 5. Mediation analyses. (a) Mediation analysis of group onto pain perception by thirst. A significant mediation (path $ab$) by thirst was observed indicating that more thirst was related to more pain. The significant direct effect of group on pain ($c'$) controlling for thirst, showed that the motivational challenge reduced pain. (b) Mediation analysis of thirst on pain by mood. The effect of thirst on pain was partially mediated by reduction in mood (path $ab$). The significant path $c'$ indicates that mood does not explain the entire effect of thirst on pain. The same data as in Fig. 4 are used in the mediation analyses. Note that higher values of mood indicate more negative mood in order to ease interpretability of the mediation effect. All path coefficients are unstandardized, standard errors are shown in parentheses. Orange arrows depict positive paths; blue arrows represent negative path coefficients. * $p<0.05$; ** $p<0.01$; *** $p<0.001$. 
Table 1. Group Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>Thirst group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Std.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (yrs)</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAI Trait</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAI State</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCS</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOT-R</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FoP</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distress</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thirst 1</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>26.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thirst 2</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thirst 3</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thirst 4</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thirst 5</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thirst 6</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thirst 7</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative mood 1</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative mood 2</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative mood 3</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative mood 4</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative mood 5</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative mood 6</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative mood 7</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>